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Jimmy Page - Magus, Musician, Man is a meticulously researched life story of Led Zeppelin's
legendary guitarist and producer. From his childhood in war-torn Britain and his pivotal role in the
recording studios that launched the British Invasion of the '60s to his milestone achievements,
his dark, nefarious excesses with Led Zeppelin, and his emergence as a revered cultural icon
and honored philanthropist, this biography - the first ever written about Jimmy Page - portrays all
his spiritual, artistic, and personal dimensions. Swinging London, the Sunset Strip, Bron-yr-Aur,
Kashmir, and Clarksdale: Magus, Musician, Man traverses through all of Page's hallowed
stomping grounds and tells, at last, the complete story of one of rock 'n' roll's most enigmatic
and influential talents.

From Publishers WeeklyAs long as there are teenage boys in the world, there will be an
audience for Led Zeppelin, the '70s-era hard rock legend whose "Stairway to Heaven" is still one
of the most-ever-played songs in the history of American FM radio. Jimmy Page was the
mastermind of the Zeppelin juggernaut, and as one of the three most influential British rock
guitarists of the late '60s, he certainly deserves Case's detailed and informed look at his past
and present work. In this unauthorized biography, freelance writer Case focuses on Page's
music as much as he does on Zeppelin's lurid touring lifestyle, and he is good at reporting
Page's early work playing on countless recording sessions (ranging from Tom Jones's "It's Not
Unusual" to the Kinks' "You Really Got Me"), as well as detailing the formation of Zeppelin,
where Page combined his blues-based rock with singer Robert Plant's "soaring tenor moan" to
create a radically new sound. While his enthusiasm sometimes overwhelms his writing ("The
Teutonic implications of the airship's family surname invested a gothic sensibility to the
ensemble's work"), Case successfully shows how Page and his Zeppelin's musical influence
became "so broad and so established that even players who had never consciously emulated
his techniques had been affected by them." (May)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a
division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.ReviewCase's book reminds me why I fell in
love with Led Zeppelin in the first place. --Robert J. Wiersema, Vancouver SunThere is great
depth here...Case particularly shines when he recounts the creation of Led Zeppelin and the
music that influenced so many. --Tyler Langness, Paste magazineDeftly synthesizes the extant
material on Page...Long on entertainment value...always readable --Mojo magazine
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J. Lavoie, “Here he is, perfecting his craft!. NOTE: I bought, read n' reviewed this book in 2014. I
just re-read this book this past week and was not happy with my past review... so I re-wrote this
and deleted the prior review. This is June 3, 2016A book about a musical genius/icon, and his
passion for whatever he was doing. His interest in music began from the melodies of our Black
American Southern blues roots. He twisted them into rock n' roll beats, then played his
masterpieces louder than any other band-- at the time. As well, he was loved on stage by the
way he wore his guitars to 'how' he wore his outfits, to his guitar riffs, as well as the way he could
bow-play in a magical way that was just awesome to watch, and not done by any other guitarist.
As relating to his stage costumes, he appeared and proved to be a magic man. This book gives
a bit of introductory history, then employs his time in The Yardbirds band. Later he divides with
who some say are his genus equals, Eric Clapton and Jeff Beck, for something different on the
rock and roll scene. He and manager Peter Grant needed to find 3 needles in a haystack, and
they do without a fault. Zeppelin proved to be that of a dynamic force that no other rock and roll
band could compare with (so say Zeppelin fans)! Some call them the first in Heavy Metal, but I
don't. They were just a LOUD, musically inclined rock n' roll band, who gave all to their gift of
instruments and vocal.If you are looking for chapters dealing with a lot of involvement regarding
love interests, you won't find them at length, though those important to him are included.As for
his mentor, Aleister Crowley, Page's interests are somewhat told in this book.But the majority of
the book is about his ability to play, as a success with Led Zeppelin, and in short, it's ending,
then new beginnings....not only for him, but for the three of them who were left and decided not
to continue without drummer John Bonham. (It's interesting to know when Zep does get
together every so often, to know who their drummer takes Bonzo's place!)So not a bad book to
read, if you are interested in more of Jimmy Page.”

Lynette McClenaghan, “Jimmy Page: Magus Musician Man (an unauthorised biography) by ....
Jimmy Page: Magus Musician Man (an unauthorised biography) by George CaseI am reassured
by this being an “unauthorized” biography as it has not been impinged upon by the subject or his
minders. Case has been scrupulous in his research and his presentation of Page as a musician
and band leader. The “magus” in the subtitle is a bit misleading as there is not much about
Page’s involvement with magick – the Crowley and Anger connections are not dwelt on. Instead,
Case presents Page’s “magus” qualities as inherent in his music and in the band’s profound
influence – at the time and over the years.Page’s musicianship, as a guitarist naturally, but also
as a producer and arranger, is a key element in the story. Case is also a musician and so we are
given plenty of details about the musical aspects of Page’s guitar work and in the studio. This
material will interest musicians and those looking for a story that goes into aspects of Page’s and
Led Zeppelin’s legacy that moves beyond stories of sharks and similar debauchery. Not that
Case elides this kind of material. The band’s artistic decline is placed within the circumstances



and events of the time.While factually there may not be much that is new here, Case’s book is
important because he analyses his subject. Their grinding schedule of recording and touring
caused Page “psychic dislocation…from which he would never recover”, according to Case. He
offers considerable insight into Page’s and the band’s triumphs and tragedies.”

dswo, “Synthesis of existing documents + a musician's ear. By the time I read this book, I'd
already read four others on Led Zeppelin, including the author's own 
  
Led Zeppelin FAQ: All That's Left to Know About the Greatest Hard Rock Band of All Time (Faq
Series)

  
  
, which is quite good. As others have noted, there's not much here in the way of new data. The
author, George Case, saw Page perform once (after L.Z. dissolved) but wasn't able to obtain an
interview or verify biographical facts in public records (e.g., was Page actually married to
Charlotte Martin?). Instead, Case has reviewed the musical context from which Page emerged
and sorted through what has already been published about Page and Led Zeppelin (resolving
contradictions where he can, noting them where he can't). On some topics, including Aleister
Crowley and the occult, Mick Wall's 
  
When Giants Walked the Earth: A Biography of Led Zeppelin

  
  
actually has more detail, even though it's a book about the whole foursome, not just Page;
despite the subtitle, Case's book is not really the best treatment of Page as "Magus." What is it



good for, then? First, it avoids hyperbole. (If you've read other books on L.Z., you'll appreciate
why this is worth mentioning.) Second, it has assembled hundreds of documents into a
connected narrative; the picture that results isn't radically different, but it's (a) reliable and (b)
readable. Finally, it draws on the author's own experience as a guitarist. Even if you're not on the
same level with Page, you listen to things differently when you're a musician yourself, and Case
hears things in the old records that many of us would have missed otherwise. Some of this
analysis is scattered throughout the book, in connection with specific recordings, but most of it is
concentrated in the last chapter.”

Scribbler, “Well written and thorough - an engaging and interesting read.. This book is easy to
read throughout and grips one's attention.It is well written and researched, and the approach is
clearly from the point of view of someone with a genuine interest in the subject.The author, as a
result of himself being a guitarist, clearly understands a lot more than a non-practitioner, but,
while presenting a full and engaging account of the man's life, does not descend into either
guitar 'anorak' territory, sordid detail or hero-worshiping adulation.Most interesting perhaps are
the chapters on Page's early life and early development as a musician.A very engaging read, I
found it well-balanced, the right length, and is probably essential reading for any fan ( many of
whom will have come across much of the anecdotal evidence before ) but also of interest to a
wider audience. Recommended.”

bryan william young, “Five Stars. worth a read.”

J. E. Till, “Five Stars. brilliant”

JJ, “Well worth the read.. A lot of books on Zep or JP tend to rehash the same old facts but I
found some new quotes in this book and as already commented on, this book gave a balanced
view on Page's life (not just the sex, drugs and Crowley bits). There are loads of Page/Zep
images on the NET and it would be great to see these lesser used images appear in print
sometime . Page himself is supposed to be issuing his own biog so we'll have to wait to get his
own story.”

The book by George Case has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 80 people have provided feedback.
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